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Annette Densham is an award-winning PR specialist, which
sometimes still surprises her since she never won anything at school.
But when she lost her cushy corporate comms role, she had to reinvent
herself using the skills she normally used on other people.
Starting her own PR agency, she used her print journalism
and corporate communications skills to help small businesses share
their stories. These days, she is in thick of the small business journey
working with entrepreneurs sharing stories worth telling and helping
dozens enter and win business awards.
With over 35 years experience in media, PR and communications,
Annette has been recognised for her work in this space with multi
awards including 4 times winner of Grand Stevie Award and gold PR
World Awards winner.

media

annette@theaudaciousagency.com

0478718041

expert topics
Business is about heart - how to put you in
the story.
How to be a media magnet - how to stand
out so journalist want to talk to you

Be a content greenie - how to take 4 pieces of
content and create 40 more for a month's
worth of connection

key topics
PR is more than getting in the news - how to
use the many PR tools to grow your brand
beyond one media mention.
There's no room for modesty - how to build a
brand without feeling awkward.

Building your safety net - the six key
characteristics that build resilience and grit

action topics
Your brand is Googlicious - the organic ways
dominate Google

Get awards ready - what you need to do to
prepare to be a winner

Get awards ready - what you need to do to
prepare to be a winner
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Professional service providers including accountants, lawyers,
financial advisors who want to stand-out from the crowd.
Consultants who can't charge for their expertise and want to
create a loyal brand customers and clients constantly come
back to.
Coaches and mentors who want to become industry leaders and
want to stand out from the crowd.
Service providers sick of exchanging their time for money and want to
create and brand and profile that stands out. They are sick of being the
best kept secret.

difference

Annette is a real as you can get - her sense of humour and
quirky way of looking at the world shines through as she owns
the stage. Backed with 35 years in the storytelling space, she
knows how to bring an audience along for the ride - sharing her
insights in her forthright way. She doesn't hold back when it
comes to delivering useful, real life information and stories.
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So real
I loved listening to Annette as she
shared how to build your safety net.
She was so relatable. I normally end
up checking my emails at events with
speakers but i didn't look at them
once, Annette was so engaging, funny
and so real.
Lisa Boorer

passion
Annette’s passion for publicity is
engaging. She inspires
fun and engaging workshop with
ideas, laughs and new ways. Love the
content planner, useful tips and the
workbook to get writing.
Kerry Dutton, Think180Degrees

breath of fresh air
I met Annette Densham at an event
she was speaking at and I was
surprised at her generosity of
information and the value of her
knowledge. Her unique and positive
outlook on life, her vast experience in
the industry and her can-do attitude
is a breath of fresh air.
Leonie Fitzgerald, Wealthology
Australia
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